The Tenth Newsletter from the

Mount Dennis Community Association
“Working together to Strengthen Mount Dennis” Soo dhowaada
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• Controversial gas plant
proposal in the heart of Mount
Dennis. See Page 3.
• Our 3rd “Getting to Know Mount
Dennis” series. See Page 5.
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• Upcoming Events: April Spring
Clean‐Ups and our partnering
with supercoffee. See Page 7.

How Mount Dennis Station will look: 1: Hollis Ave, 2: West station entrance, 3: GO, UPX, SmartTrack
platforms, 4: Bus bays, 5: New bridge over Eglinton Ave W, 6: No Frills

NEWS & LOCAL UPDATES
FUN AND FRUSTRATIONS AT THE ICE RINK
2016 was a difficult year for our Community Rink at Pearen Park. After 55 and 54 days of skating in
the 2014 and 2015 seasons, it was a shock to have just 12 skating days this year. We spent more
time trying to make ice (46 hours) than actually operating our skating program (34 hours)! We still
recorded 187 skating experiences by 102 different rink users, but this was a far cry from last year’s
1,015 experiences by 423 skaters.
But it was not all bad news. We had the most volunteers ever ‐ more than forty people wanting to
help out either on the ice, in the Skate Hut, or with ice‐making. And it was especially good to have
two of our former “rink rats”, Marven Maala and Mya Brissett, coming back as volunteer on‐ice
coach/supervisors. Another highlight was when new volunteer Adam McMahon came up with a
huge bag of used helmets collected from his friends and neighbours. And we were especially touched
when one long‐time resident, showing up at the rink with her visiting grand‐daughter, told us:
“What is happening here makes me feel proud to live in this neighbourhood”. Thank you to the
volunteers (check our web‐site for a full list) plus the skaters, parents and all the Rink’s many other
supporters.

Change Your Community
The MDCA works hard to serve
the needs of our area. As a
resident, business owner or other
local organization of Mount
Dennis, you too have a voice in
the
future
of
your
neighbourhood. There are many
volunteer opportunities with the
MDCA. Get in touch:



info@mountdennis.ca
416–614-3371

WHAT’S NEW ON THE STREET?
Here are some of the recent changes we’ve noticed on Mount Dennis’ main street (Weston Road):








# 1030 The charming little building beneath the Nyctophilia lights has been re‐opened by Zicas and
Stephanie Rosa as Zicas Hair Stylist
# 1036 The interior of this building has been remodeled to create a beautiful studio space for newcomer
Western Gate Martial Arts (see their ad)
# 1067 Jessie’s Beauty Centre The sign still says “Beauty Palace”, but last October long‐time stylist
Narcy Imbaquingo and her daughter Jessie came back to the corner of Weston and Barr after a two year
break (see their ad)
# 1149 It looks the same, but after more than 100 years the Church of the Good Shepherd has a new
name. After a merger with three nearby parishes, the church building is now home to the new, combined
congregation of Saint Mary & Saint Martha
# 1193 The Skull Store may be the most unusual retailer on Weston Road. (Hint: if you really like
museums, you’ll love it!). Open weekends only.
# 1292 Weston Jane Pharmacy is a brand new business that’s helping to fill the gap left by the Mount
Dennis Medical Centre’s relocation last summer (see ad on back page)
# 1323 Tu Luc is a new business offering LED lights, signs, digital printing and more

www.mountdennis.ca

A Map of Mount Dennis
The above is a map of Mount
Dennis as defined by MDCA. It
extends from north of Sidney
Belsey Cres. down to Humber
Blvd., south of Cordella Ave.,
and includes Black Creek
Industrial Park and the flats.
Our community’s roots date
back over 200 years.
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BUILDING CONNECTIONS ACROSS MOUNT DENNIS

1. Existing Bike Network

BIKE PATH NETWORK PLANNING
With so many infrastructure changes coming to Mount Dennis, it's important to ask what role
cycling should play in our area’s development. Whether you are a driver, a transit user or a
cyclist, better bike lanes will reduce congestion and make it easier for everyone to get around.

1
2. City’s Proposals

2
3. MDCA’s Recommendations

3

The City’s Cycling Map (1) shows how literally unconnected we are in Mount Dennis. The City
plans to improve things, with new bike lanes all along Eglinton east of Weston Rd. and a multi‐
use trail running west to Jane via Pearen Park (see 2). These will be great, but they are about
five years away and won’t necessarily be enough to meet our community’s needs. We need
more dedicated bike lanes and paths as seen in other neighbourhoods. Obvious places to begin
are connecting Mount Dennis to all existing routes, creating good connections for the new Rec
Centre and recognizing the importance of the Weston Road corridor. We need the City to work
with Metrolinx and others to make this happen. Here’s what we propose:
a)

On an urgent basis, build trails to connect residential areas to the new Rec Centre at Black
Creek and Eglinton so kids can get there safely. The underused Black Creek corridor was
one of several sites featured in Toronto Life as having untapped urban recreational
potential. It is also an obvious way to safely and conveniently connect this part of the
community to the Rec Centre and beyond, as proposed years ago by a group from
Archbishop Romero School. The City’s current plan shows an “approved multi‐use trail”
along Black Creek, but only north of Eglinton – not where it is most needed, and with no
connection to the existing Black Creek trail west of Rockcliffe Dr. There is also a way to
connect Keelesdale Park directly to homes in the Silverthorn area via Rotherham by
building a new bike trail in an unopened road right‐of‐way and through the Park itself (3).
b)

Build a "Railpath North" through the former Kodak
Lands and beside Photography Drive (also shown on 3).
A dedicated rail‐side multi‐use path should be built from
Ray Ave. to Rogers Road. This will allow cyclists to avoid
the hill as well as the dangerous Weston / Black Creek
intersection. In the long run, it can be extended south
past St. Clair and north into Weston. With some creative
engineering, it could connect through the Junction to the
existing Railpath.

c)

Speed up the planned bike path along the north side of
Eglinton to Jane St. (2). With this extension, commuters
and recreational cyclists would have access to the
Humber River trails and the new Crosstown LRT.

If more of us are going to do what Toronto’s Chief Planner
Jennifer Keesmaat suggests and try "managing without a car;
choosing to live by bike" then it's urgent that both the City
and Metrolinx take a more pro‐active approach to bring
much‐needed bike lanes to Mount Dennis.
Not all these solutions will be easy to implement. Agreements,
compromises, innovative engineering and funding will all be
needed. But the end result will benefit local residents, cyclists,
car drivers and transit riders alike. We think a city that can
host the PanAm Games, build LRTs and breed rare pandas in
captivity should be able to connect Mount Dennis to the rest
of the City's growing cycling infrastructure.

PUSHED TO THE FALL
Opening of the new York Community Recreation Centre at
Black Creek and Eglinton has been delayed until Fall. For
program registration information contact the City’s
Recreation Department. More information to come in our
Summer newsletter.
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THE GAS PLANT PROPOSAL IN MOUNT DENNIS
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR METROLINX’S PLAN

Ed Lamoureaux

Printed in Mount Dennis by Nirvana Press, 647 428-1932

The MDCA was saddened to
learn of the March 7 death of
Ed Lamoureaux. Having been
a long-time employee at the
Irving Tissue factory, he also
worked tirelessly for the local
community
through
the
Learning
Enrichment
Foundation, where he was
Board Chair from 2009-2015.
LEF Director Peter Frampton
speaks of Ed’s leadership,
infectious enthusiasm, respect
for staff, and “compassion for
the struggles of our clients as
he greeted each with love,
respect and a clear sense of
the possible”. Mount Dennis
will miss him.

Last year, when Metrolinx issued its tender for the $9 Billion contract to complete and maintain the
Eglinton Crosstown LRT line, it included a request to reduce the line’s energy costs. The winning
bidder, Crosslinx Transit Solutions, came back with a proposal to build an 18 MW gas‐fired power
plant on Ray Ave., in the former Kodak lands, beside the LRT Maintenance and Storage Facility. The
plant would provide emergency back‐up power for the full Crosstown line.
The planned generator is not a regional scale gas plant like the one
cancelled for Mississauga, but the City of Toronto’s Environment and
Energy Office still classifies it as a large urban power generator. People
in our community are concerned that it is likely to be used on the
hottest, most windless days of the year, and will significantly affect
local air quality due to the gas plant exhaust emitted through multiple
three‐storey chimneys proposed in the design. There are also concerns
about its noise, and the implications of electrical generation directly
across the tracks from a residential community.
Proposed Gas Plant

MDCA agrees that having an alternative energy source for the Crosstown makes sense, but we do
not believe that a gas‐fuelled power plant is the best solution. There are greener technologies that
can be applied here. A demonstration project involving a utility‐scale battery has been suggested
based on the recent applications of this technology in North America, and its longer history in
Europe. Our City Councillor and MPP support Metrolinx working to find an answer using green
energy, not old technology that powers electric transit with fossil fuel. Community representatives
and members of the Green Energy industry will meet Metrolinx soon to discuss next steps.

CIBC Investor Services Inc.
Mount Dennis
1174 Weston Road
York ON M6M 4P4

Pranab Ram
Manager

Tel: 416 243 6149 ext 222
Fax: 416 462 7215
pranab.ram@cibc.com

CIBC provides banking services, CIBC Securities provides investment services.
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In Facebook search, type in ‘Mount Dennis’
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MORE LOCAL UPDATES
MARTIAL ARTS ARRIVES IN MOUNT DENNIS

A Smarter SmartTrack
Since 2014 MDCA has pushed
to change the Mayor’s plan
to run heavy rail west off the
rail corridor onto Eglinton,
creating devastating impacts
to Mount Dennis. It delights us
that now the LRT (see train
above) will extend west, with
SmartTrack running north into
Weston and Rexdale. Next we
will work to finalize plans for
the Mount Dennis Station and
Maintenance Facility as part of
our mobility hub in the new
transit network; minimize bad
effects on our area; and
ensure transit infrastructure
delivers community benefits
we need.

Nearly twenty years ago, Stacey Greaves established Western Gate Martial Arts in Brampton.
Now he has moved to Mount Dennis, bringing with him this business that offers after‐school
classes and programs in fencing and yoga as well as martial arts. (see ad)
Meanwhile, MDCA has learned of another local martial arts initiative. Started by local resident
Tradaeu Washington, Elite Pro Club is focused around martial arts and physical activity. It
aims to teach local youth leadership, self‐defence, respect and discipline through the art of
Takewondo and Muay Thai, creating improved health, confidence and self esteem. Contact
Tradaeu at tradaeuw@gmail.com or 647‐409‐6064; or reach him via Twitter: #eliteproclub

ABOUT THAT BRIDGE
When we heard Metrolinx was about to demolish the Photography
Drive bridge last month, MDCA tried to get at least one of the
columns saved, to reduce the cost of a future multi‐purpose trail
crossing Eglinton. This turned out to be impossible, but Metrolinx
and their contractor, CTS, have promised that the new bus bridge
(see picture, page 1) will safely accommodate both cyclists and
pedestrians. MDCA is working to make sure that a bike path across
the Kodak site with full separation from the busy bus‐way on the
new bridge is delivered as a community benefit commitment by
Metrolinx and CTS. A follow‐up meeting has been promised by
Metrolinx to review the site plan design.

CITY COUNCIL ORDERS PLANNING STUDY
On March 10th, acting on a request from Councillor Nunziata,
Toronto City Council asked its Planning Department to “undertake a
review of the current planning framework for the Mount Dennis
area including: built‐form, density, height, and public realm of the
properties on Weston Road between Ray Avenue and Humber
Boulevard”. The planners are asked to do the work “in 2017 or
earlier”, and to report back recommending any changes needed to
this area’s planning framework.
MDCA encourages all local residents and businesses to think about
the ways this part of Weston Road should (and should not) change,
in preparation for the public consultation that will likely happen
next year. Check out our web‐site for some of the concerns
identified at our November 30th public meeting that focused on the
changes coming to Mount Dennis.

GOT AN UNLOVED BIKE IN YOUR GARAGE?
Help the LEF’s Bicycle Assembly & Maintenance program by
donating it for their use. It might find new life for someone who
needs a bike, or be used for parts to restore other bikes. To arrange
drop‐off or pick‐up email darrenduke@lefca.ca or call 416‐769‐
0830 x 2103.
ECO’HOOD MAKING PROGRESS!
Our last newsletter announced an exciting new initiative on Eco‐
Neighbourhoods. Background work with the City and Conservation
Authority is now underway, with residents and business people
poised to start planning responses to climate change. Stay tuned for
more!
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WHERE TO BUY A CAR OR GET ONE SERVICED
3rd GUIDE IN OUR “GETTING TO KNOW MOUNT DENNIS” SERIES
Our neighbourhood provides lots of choice when it comes to cars, and now it even has a gas station
again (see p. 8 ad).
Want to buy a used car?
Mount Dennis has three established dealers who can help you, all members of the Used Car Dealers
Association of Ontario. The Approval Store, prominent at the corner of Jane and Weston, stresses
its role in helping people rebuild their credit and offers in‐house financing. It always has over 130
cars (most at its Ajax location), and advertises on GTA radio stations. Louison Used Cars is a family
owned and operated “full disclosure dealership” with two lots on Weston Rd. between Jane St. and
Ray Ave. It stocks more than forty quality cars, can provide third party warranties, and welcomes
buyers whatever their credit history. South of Eglinton, Royal Fine Motors at 1080 Weston Rd.
maintains a comprehensive line‐up of cars, trucks and SUVs, and has a website with full details on
every model. They focus on acquiring the cleanest of vehicles at the lowest retail price, and ensure
all cars are drive‐off‐the lot ready. And YES, they are in Mount Dennis (not North York as stated on‐
line)!
Car maintenance is available from Alex and his always‐busy team at AutoFix (1001 Weston Rd.).
In business nearly four years, Autofix can serve you in English, Portuguese or Egyptian and do all
kinds of repairs including alignments for cars and SUVs. Jutt Motors, across the street at Weston
& Lambton, mainly serves a taxi fleet but is also happy to accept other automotive repair business.
Proprietor Mohammed Arshad tells us they also sell cars from time to time. Eagle Autowerks
operates from the service bays behind Royal Fine’s car lot just north of the Legion. It does a full
range of automotive service work, and experienced mechanic Kendall Eagle Child has been earning
a good reputation since setting up his own repair shop last spring. (See ads for all 3). Instant
Muffler & Auto Repairs, on Louison’s lot at 1295 Weston, is another source for vehicle repairs.
McNeil Louison tells MDCA to “look for big changes coming soon”. The newest Mount Dennis auto
repair shop is Duo K&K at 1 Ray Ave. This family business offers complete auto shop and repair
services, based on thirty years’ experience, in French as well as English.
Autobody repair work is available at four local businesses. Carlos Camacho at C Auto Collision
Centre, who does mechanical repairs as well as bodywork, has been at the corner of Weston and
Eglinton since 2012 (see ad). Vièle Bros. at Lambton and Guestville does corrosion protection and
replaces mufflers and windshields, as well as bodywork; it has been there about fifty years! Two
more body shops nestle at the bottom of the hill where Weston Rd. meets Black Creek Drive. Pamir
Autobody at 915 Weston Rd. and Weston Auto Collision at 931 Weston Rd., which is open 24
hours. Both advertise complete body and mechanical work as well as some used car sales.
Specialty Auto Services are also available in our community. Glendale Tire has been a fixture at
the corner of Weston and Victoria Blvd. for decades. It changed hands in 2014, but continues to
provide great tires and tire‐related services at a reasonable price. Tint City, tucked in behind the
body shops at Weston and Black Creek, is a family business with a 17‐year track record and a
reputation for high quality super‐fast service. It specializes in automotive window‐tinting and
remote starters, as well as theft alarms and keyless entry systems (see ad). GW Motors, at 1345
Weston Rd. for more than 30 years, specializes in large trucks and draws almost all its customers
from outside Toronto.
* To see our “Where to Eat” and “Salons” guides to Mount Dennis, go to our mountdennis.ca website
and click on the Our Newsletters tab.
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Follow us on Twitter @MountDennisCA

greenLEF Landscaping
Working with local conservation
areas, such as Black Creek
Pioneer Village, made 2015 a
very
successful
year
for
greenLEF.
The
year-old
greenLEF is proud to be a
community-focused enterprise.
In addition to landscaping
services to a range of clients,
greenLEF, offers a landscapetraining program for young
people in our community. The
free program consists of six
weeks of in-class instruction,
including
equipment
certification conducted by the
Ontario Parks Association. A
seventeen week job placement
(most of which is paid) follows
and
gives
the
training
participants hands-on work
experience with some large
industry employers.
Our next session will run April 11
– May 20. Contact us if you are
a
career
in
considering
landscaping, or if you’d like to
use our landscaping services:
LEF at 416 769 0830, and ask for
Griffin Mangroves, Manager, at
Ext. 2054
(gmangroves@lefca.org)
OR
Marjorie Bell, Coordinator, at
Ext. 2017 (mbell@lefca.org)
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MOUNT DENNIS BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AREA (BIA)
TRANSFORMING A BIA – ONE LIGHTBULB AT A TIME!

Television Now Being
Shown in Mt. Dennis

Printed in Mount Dennis by Nirvana Press, 647 428-1932

“Those
people
who
were
wondering about the huge crowds
outside Joe Fraser’s Mt. Dennis
Radio store these last few nights may
now have their minds set at rest by
the statement that Joe is displaying
the first television radio set on public
display in Mt. Dennis.
A desk model, this set is
performing rather well, considering
that our location is approximately 30
miles beyond the recognized limit
for television reception, and is on
show in the store window. To aid the
interested spectators, Joe has
installed a speaker outside the store,
thus one can watch the images on
the screen and hear the sound
effects.
Next week your paper hopes to
carry an article on television
explaining the difficulties and
advantages so that all may know a
little bit about their construction.
Incidentally, Friday night is Boxing
Night, better get there early.”
- This article appeared in the Mount
Dennis Weekly News in Dec. 1949.
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Last spring the Mount Dennis BIA (Weston Road between Ray and Lambton) hired Laura Alderson as
its new Coordinator. Then, at MDCA's November Annual Meeting, Laura was elected to our Board as
the BIA's representative. She shares with the wider community what has been happening at the BIA.
You may have noticed that things are just a little bit brighter on Weston Road these days! One of
our first objectives was to make the street brighter and a little safer! by ensuring that our decorative
lampstandards are lit. Councillor Frances Nunziata stepped in to ensure that all the lampstandards
were fully functioning in the Toronto Parking Authority (TPA) parking lot north of Eglinton. We no
sooner got all the lights back on and working when one of the older models was felled by
construction that was taking place on the sidewalk in front of the library. This will be replaced soon
so that we can have a continuous pole system for our hanging baskets that many of you commented
on last summer. Thanks to Board Member Jean‐Marie Boutot from the Learning Enrichment
Foundation (LEF), who arranged for the gorgeous baskets last year!
Another initiative the Board felt was imperative was for each business within the BIA to have a web
presence. I worked with webpro throughout the summer and fall to develop a website
www.mountdennisbia.ca that would highlight the business community. During the process of
gathering information for the website, some of the restaurants and stores I visited from Ray Avenue
to Lambton Avenue astounded me – truly! While it would be unfair to name my particular
favourites, I have had some of the best food I’ve ever eaten along Weston Rd along this stretch after
living in the Weston/Mount Dennis area for more than 20 years! Please support your favourite
businesses along Weston Road to ensure they can continue to serve you for many years.
Metrolinx not only added some much needed dollars to our marketing budget which helped pay for
our website, they also designed our new logo! We consulted with the broader community including
the MDCA. The design reflects elements of our name – Mount Dennis, a much talked about light
fixture on Weston Road that we are known for throughout the city Nyctophilia. The green space that
surrounds us is reflected in the colours that were chosen.
Currently the Mount Dennis BIA is partnering with the LEF and the Councillor’s office, to promote
Mount Dennis to developers as a place to build which would create a more vibrant retail mix and
also provide a much needed customer base for existing businesses. We see this as an important
objective in the coming years as Mount Dennis prepares to become the 2nd largest transit
hub in the Toronto with the Crosstown LRT, GO and UPX stops, as well as SmartTrack.

E-mail us at info@mountdennis.ca
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UPCOMING EVENTS
MDCA / supercoffee SATURDAY SPRING CLEAN-UPS #MDSpringClean
In April 2004 a clean‐up of the Sunnybrae ravine led to “how can we solve neighbourhood problems” talk
over coffee, and later to a revitalized MDCA. Community clean‐ups have been an important part of
MDCA’s calendar ever since – sometimes as many as seven in one year! This year, for the first time ever,
our Clean‐Ups are co‐sponsored by the community‐minded folk at supercoffee.
April 2016 has five Saturday mornings, and there will be a 10 am – 12 noon clean‐up on each one. Garbage
bags, gloves and other equipment will be provided. This is a great opportunity to get some exercise in the
fresh air and help beautify the green edges which are such a special part of Mount Dennis. You’ll not only
be improving your neighbourhood and meeting neighbours ‐ you’ll also earn yourself a supercoffee
discount (1) ‐ and community hours if you need them. All ages welcome!
April 2
April 9
April 16
April 23
April 30

Pinehill & Jane ravine edges
Somerville & Sunnybrae ravine edges
Dora Spencer Rd.
Lambton & Astoria ravine edges
Eglinton south side ravine edge

meet 10 am Jane at Pinehill
meet 10 am, west end of Glenvalley Dr.
meet 10 am, Weston at Dora Spencer
meet 10 am, Lambton at Jane
meet 10 am, Eglinton at SE Flats entrance

Clean up the neighbourhood, then clean up at supercoffee with a half‐off drink coupon or if you tweet or
Instagram a clean‐up photo tagging @supercoffeeMD & @MountDennisCA your drink is FREE.
NOTES: (1) To qualify for coupon, sign in by 10:30 am and stay until noon.

SQUABBLES DEBATE CLUB
The Squabbles Debate Club continues to hold its monthly public debates at LEF (1267 Weston Rd). It is
open to the entire community. Check out mountdennis.ca for more details.

JANE’S WALK
The 10th Annual Jane’s Walk will be held Saturday May 7. Having participated for 10 years, we have
explored local businesses, local sporting venues, and got close to the LRT launch tunnel and boring
machines and more. See mountdennis.ca for more details.

PARTY BY THE POND
Party by the Pond returns on Saturday July 9th. Family activities and fun by Topham Pond. Details will
be in the next edition of this newsletter

Being a Bike Mechanic
Want to build a career as a
qualified bike mechanic, or to
learn more about your bike?
LEF’s Bicycle Assembly and
Maintenance (BAM) program
is your path to a growing,
thriving industry. Call Darren
at 416-769-0830 x 2103.
The program began in 2009
out of the industry’s growing
need
for
skilled
bike
mechanics. We now have
one of the largest bicycle
repair shops in Canada and a
one-of-a-kind program. The
is
eight-week
program
certified and supported by
the Bicycle Trade Association
of Canada.
provides
The
program
mechanical
theory
and
opportunities to hone your
skills as you rebuild and
assemble new and used
bicycles, which are then put
up for sale. Upon completion
of the course, you begin a
one-week
placement
working in a bicycle shop.

Come and taste the tradition of
our old world bread baking. We
have been using all natural, all
Canadian whole grains and rye

390 Alliance Ave – between Rockcliffe & Humber

since 1951.
Please come and visit us Monday to Friday.

Buy 2 and get 1 FREE (Every Friday)
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Transportation for Seniors and Adults with Disabilities
Safe, Less Expensive Rides with Professional & Reliable Drivers.
We will take you to the doctor, hospital, bank, hairdresser, stores, malls, visits
with family or friends, grocery shopping and more. Drivers will pick you up at
your door and bring you back home safely. Cheaper than a taxi!

Want your ad in our next issue? Call 416-614-3371 for rates and information (Mount Dennis Businesses Only).

Call 416‐249‐7946 for more information

1292 Weston Rd.
Toronto, ON.
M6M 4R3
• Free Delivery
• Family physician in
the same building
accepting new patients

647‐344‐9111
westonjanepharmacy@gmail.com

We Are Here

Jane St

KFC

1
$5 off any purchase of +$25
of over‐the‐counter
products

Check out our Meat & Seafood
counters for a great range of
fresh items at great prices !
Our in‐store Pharmacy offers
medication in daily blister packs
Our on‐site Gas Station gets you lower
prices and store discounts
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